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In this paper, we describe the structure and charactersdcs of a sofi抑are package, which supports infor‑
mation processing acdvMes in speckle nite血ome由c imaging. The software allows the genera丘on of speckle
patterns from atmospheric turbulence models having op也cal and sta由tical parameters. The software can take
into account different types of noise and也e point spread function of the optical system. Several object
reconstrucdon algori血ms are used, which allows comparison of results obtained丘om different reconstracdon
algorithms and also to design simulations with parameters emula血g measurement conditions. It helps to
detenrやe the experimental conditions to be fa臨地d to ･ obtain successful reconstruction. The software is
interactive in nature and guide the user in experiments and simulations design.
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誠gning together the maximum‑ intensity pixel of each
缶ame and then summing up. The diffrac丘on limited

Speckle interferom紐y plays today an important role

object emerge from a low intensity background. The

in astronomy by exploi血g the phase information content

advantage of this method, compared to the previous ones,

of short exposure images taken sequen缶ally (also called

is that no reference unresolved source is required as well

speckle丘ames) in order to reduce the lost of angular

as no object phase needs to be reconstructed. The

resolution due to the non‑ sta也onarry fluctuations of toe
re缶acdon‑ index of

simplicity of this algorithm makes it very attrac也ve for

血e atmosphere, hy means of

prac也cal situadons. Its main disadvantage appears when

sta由tical methods. Since也e pionneer wo政by Tatarski

several pixels are brightest having roughly the same

[1] and Fried [2] in the 1960s, mathema也cai models

lntensity such as with extended objects or including

describing the phase fluctua丘ons of incoming op也cal and

similar magnitude stars.The above algorithms have been

electromagnetic waves propaga血g through a turbulent

imp互emented in a software package aiming at suppoi滋ng

medium are fairly well known and也eir v弧idity proved

astronomers‑ ac鐘vities in speckle interferometric imaging.

experimentally. In particular, Fried 【2】 provided a

mathemadcal description of a

如zen turbulent
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atmosphere affecting a short exposure image and leading

to a speckle‑like disdb血on of intensity. In血e 1970s,

7取e software package includes the hand血g of

Labeyries [3] followed by Knox and Thompson 【4】

measured data and experimental seトup informadon as

introduced stallsdcal averaging methods allowing the

we皿as simulated data. The so氏ware allows the genera一

recovery of the object up to the diffraction limit of the

也on of speckle patterns

op丘cal system, thus greatly reducing the effect of the

models (Fded). Ⅰt can take into account different types of

atmosphere. These methods a托essendai壬y based on the

noise and the point甲read function of the optical system

averaging of the power and cross spectra of each speckle

as depicted by丘gure 1. The subsequent figures illustrate

frames over a large number of丘ames. The object is

an example involving 100 speckle丘むnes eac血one with a

recovered by integra血g the phase gradient es血ates over

SNR of 30 dB. The object is composed of 5 point sources

different paths to reconstruct the object phase and then
computing an inverse Fourier transforma也on of

缶om atmospheric turbulence

as shown in figure 2. The scale axis are uni也ess. The

也e

flexibility of the software allows the user to compare

estimated complex spectrum. Later on, Bates [5]

results obtained from different reconstracdon algodthms

introduced the so‑ca出ed Shift‑ and‑Add method which

and also to design simuladons with parameters emula血g

can be seen as a coherent averaging of也e frames by

measurement conditions.血this sense, these simuladons

ER

can help the user to determine the experimental
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condi丘ons to be血胤Ied (ex. number of 缶ame, exposure
血e SNR etc..) to obtain success血1 reconsixuc缶on.
During the畠rst phase, the modular software package is
being implemented using MATLAB, a high level
mathematical software. A subsequent version in C
language is planned.
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Fig. 3: example, one speckle触me.
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Fig. 4:: example, Labeyrie's me也od (no phase).
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Fig. 1: model for speckle imaging simulation.
Fig. 5: example, Knox and T血0mpson method.
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Fig. 2: example, true object.

Fig. 6: example, Shift‑and‑Add method.
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